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SEOUL:  North Korean leader Kim Jong Un has warned
top ruling party officials of the “grave situation” facing
the nuclear-armed state’s economy and called for urgent
corrective measures.

His comments, reported yesterday by state media,
came on the second day of a key party meeting held
ahead of a year-end deadline for Washington to shift its
stance on stalled nuclear talks with Pyongyang. Kim,
who chaired the meeting, said the time had come to
bring about a “decisive turn” in the North’s economic
development. He presented the assembled officials with
“tasks for urgently correcting the grave situation of the
major industrial sectors of the national economy,” the
official KCNA news agency reported. The North does
not publish economic statistics of its own, leaving out-
side estimates as the only available figures for its finan-
cial performance. 

In July, the South Korean central bank estimated that
the North’s sanctions-hit economy had shrunk  by 4.1
percent in 2018 — the largest contractions since the
devastating famine of the 1990s.

Talks on denuclearizing the Korean peninsula have
been largely deadlocked since a second summit
between Kim and US President Donald Trump collapsed
in Hanoi at the start of this year over what the North
was willing to give in return for sanctions relief. China
and Russia  — the North’s biggest economic partners-
have proposed the easing of UN sanctions imposed
over the North’s nuclear weapons program, and
Pyongyang has given Washington until the end of the
year to offer fresh concessions. The KCNA report indi-
cated the plenary session of the party leadership was
headed into a third day yesterday-marking the first time
since 1990 that it has lasted more than two days.
“Pyongyang’s decision to host the plenary event for mul-
tiple days illustrates how gravely it views internal and
external situations,” said Cheong Seong-chang, a senior
researcher at the private Sejong Institute. — AFP
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BoE chief Carney asks corporates
to act faster on climate change 

LONDON: Bank of England head Mark Carney, soon to
become UN special envoy on climate action and finance,
urged companies yesterday to move faster on helping to
cut carbon emissions.

In an interview with BBC radio’s Today program guest-
edited by Swedish teenage climate activist Greta
Thunberg, Carney said the world of business needed to
step up action, including on the disclosure of climate risk
from their operations. “A question for every company,
every financial institution is: what’s your plan? We now
have $120 trillion of balance sheets of banks and asset
managers wanting this type of disclosure.” 

Carney, due to become the United Nations’ special
envoy for climate change next year when he steps down
from the bank, told BBC radio that global warming
could render the assets of many financial companies
worthless. Carney cited pension fund analysis that
showed the policies of companies pointed to global
warming of 3.7 to 3.8 degrees Celsius, compared with
the 1.5-degree target outlined in the Paris Agreement on
climate change. But he stated that such action is “not
moving fast enough”.

Asked whether pension funds should divest from fossil
fuels even if the returns are currently attractive, Carney
said: “Well, that hasn’t been the case, but they could make
that argument. They need to make the argument, to be
clear about why is that going to be the case if a substantial
proportion of those assets are going to be worthless.”

Carney noted that “up to 80 percent of coal assets will
be stranded (and) up to half of developed oil reserves” if
current climate targets are to be met. Shell’s gas and new
energies director Maarten Wetselaar, acknowledged the
need for “urgent action” on climate change by companies.

But he said regulators and customers needed to play
their part, too. “We see this very much as a transition
where we need to replace the consumption of fossil fuels
with a consumption of low-carbon products and as that
consumption goes down then obviously the production of
it will go down as well,” Wetselaar told BBC radio.

One of Carney’s last tasks as Bank of England governor
before he steps down early next year has been to put in
place systems that would eventually lead to British banks
being stress-tested for risks posed by climate change. The
2015 Paris agreement saw nations commit to limiting glob-

al warming to two degrees Celsius (2.7 Fahrenheit) above
pre-industrial levels as a way of curbing the worst impacts
of global warming. A safer cap of 1.5C was included as a
goal for nations to work towards.

“As a consequence, the climate will stabilize at the
much higher level.” Carney said the financial sector had
made a lot of progress in disclosing the risks to their
assets from climate change, but he warned that progress
was not fast enough. He called on political leaders to effect
change today and avoid selective information and spin.

“To deliver, there needs to be shared understanding
about what’s necessary. it is reasonable for there to be
debates at the margin about where does the role of the
state stop and what’s the role of markets,” Carney said.

He said there would need to be a mix of public invest-
ment and change driven by financial markets because of
their power to reflect judgments about the future value of
assets in a world affected by climate change. Earlier this
month, the BoE said Britain’s top banks and insurers
should be tested together for the first time in 2021 to
quantify the potential financial damage from climate
change on their businesses. —  Agencies

‘80% of coal assets will be stranded and up to half of developed oil reserves’

Liberia opposition 
vows to defy govt 
with mass protest
MONROVIA: The Liberian opposition yesterday vowed to
go ahead with a mass anti-government protest planned for
yesterday as the impoverished country grapples with a
deep economic crisis.

The government has said it would not allow the
protest in the capital Monrovia, saying it would defer all
requests for permits to stage demonstrations and rallies
until January 30. But Henry Costa, chairman of youth
activists called the Council of Patriots (COP) who
helped footballer-turned-president George Weah come
to power, said the protest would still take place. “This is
to inform the international community, the Liberian peo-
ple and the government, that this assembly will be
peaceful, and we don’t intend for it to be confrontation-
al,” he told reporters.

In a previous demonstration on June 7, “we had the
most peaceful protest ever in the history of Liberia. We
presented our grievances to the government, we waited
several months, and there was no response,” he added.
“We have decided to come back and send another
message to the world, which we know will not be
ignored this time.”

Costa said he expected tens of thousands of people to
take part in the demonstration.

Tensions have risen in recent weeks in the run-up to
the protest, with the government accusing the opposition
of calling for the “unconstitutional eviction” of Weah, who
took office in January 2018 and is under growing pressure
over his handling of the crisis.  On Friday, the Economic
Community of West African States (ECOWAS) and the
UN’s office in West Africa and the Sahel (UNOWAS)
issued a joint statement exhorting “all parties to work
towards calling off this imminent protest in the general
interest of Liberia and the sub-region.”

Still traumatized by back-to-back civil wars and the
2014-2016 Ebola crisis, Liberia is struggling to revive its
failing economy.  Inflation is rampant, according to the
World Bank, and civil servants regularly go unpaid.
ECOWAS and UNOWAS said in their joint statement
Friday that while they recognized citizens’ right of assem-
bly, they “reminded all stakeholders of their responsibility
to maintain peace, security and stability of Liberia... and
cautioned against any form of violence”. — AFP

LONDON: Financial services have been too slow to cut
investment in fossil fuels, a delay that could lead to a sharp
increase in global temperatures, Bank of England Governor
Mark Carney said in an interview broadcast yesterday.

US, China biggest 
WTO winners:
Study
FRANKFURT: Membership of the World
Trade Organization has benefitted the US
and China more than any other nations, a
study published yesterday found, as the
two powers seek to defuse a months-long
trade conflict. The Bertelsmann Foundation
research showed WTO membership has
boosted the US’s gross domestic product
by $87 billion in the 25 years since the
country joined.

China, which became a member only in
2001, gained $86 billion, while Germany
added $66 billion.

“Even if no organization is perfect, any-
one who believes they can rely on a system
of bilateral trade agreements instead of the
WTO risks enormous losses of prosperity
in international trade,” said Bertelsmann
trade expert Christian Bluth. With 164
member countries, the WTO will celebrate

a rocky 25th anniversary on January 1,
2020. Washington refuses to name new
judges to its appellate body, blocking arbi-
tration of trade disputes.

Washington and Beijing have nonethe-
less struck a truce in their tit-for-tat tariff
war, hoping to sign a preliminary trade
deal in January. Around the world,
Bertelsmann found WTO members gained
on average 4.5 percent of GDP from
membership.

The total increase reached $855 billion
or one percent of global output, the study
showed.  And around the world, WTO
members’ exports increased an average of
14 percent between 1980 and 2016, while
non-members’ exports fell almost six per-
cent. So far, “nations with strong exports
and production are the main beneficiaries”
of WTO membership, the Bertelsmann
Foundation said in a statement, pointing to
countries such as South Korea and Mexico
as further winners.

European countries with smaller manu-
facturing sectors have not been able to
make such large gains from WTO mem-
bership.  France’s output was boosted by
$25 billion, while Britain’s added $22 bil-
lion-both well below the average increase

of 4.5 percent of GDP.  European
Commission president Ursula von der
Leyen has said she planned to meet US

President Donald Trump “at the beginning
of 2020”, with trade one of the major
issues on the table. — AFP

MONTEVIDEO: A boy stands on the stairs at Ramirez beach, with the headquarters of
the Mercosur trade bloc behind, as the sun sets in Montevideo on Sunday. — AFP

Oxygen bar to
fake rain: 10 ways
India tried to beat
its ‘airpocalypse’
NEW DELHI: From an oxygen bar to arti-
ficial rain, a number of initiatives and ideas
were floated in 2019 to battle India’s pollu-
tion crisis. India is home to 15 of the 20
most polluted cities in the world, with New
Delhi named as the capital with the dirtiest
air, according to IQ AirVisual, a Swiss-
based group that gathers air-quality data
globally, and Greenpeace.

Large swathes of north India, including
Delhi - a metropolis of about 20 million -
are covered under a thick blanket of toxic
air at the onset of winter. Vehicle and
industrial emissions, dust from building
sites, smoke from the burning of rubbish
and burning of crop fields contribute to
what is locally dubbed as the “airpoca-
lypse”. Here are some ways authorities,
engineers and companies tried to help
Indians breathe easy:

1. Delhi’s oxygen bar
Delhi residents gasping for fresh air

could head to Oxy Pure, a bar that offers
15 minutes of “oxygen enriched air” for
about $7 in seven different flavors ranging
from lavender and lemongrass to cinnamon
and spearmint. But it may be a costly affair
in a country where the average person
spends $1.80 a day, according to research
by Goldman Sachs and news website
IndiaSpend.

2. Fresh air in a can
When pollution spiked to “hazardous”

levels, Indians could go online and order
themselves cans of fresh air. Several compa-

nies, like Vitality Air in Canada and Indian
brand Pure Himalayan Air, sell “pure air” in
10-litre cans for anywhere between 550
rupees and 5,400 rupees ($75). Estimates
suggest that the average adult inhales and
exhales about 8 litres of air per minute.

3. Wearable air purifier
For those who did not want to be

cooped up inside on smoggy days, a wear-
able air purifier called AirTamer was the
answer. The 50 gram gadget, which can be
worn as a necklace, emits negative ions
that push pollutants away. It sells for nearly
10,000 rupees in Delhi, a city described as
a “gas chamber” by its own chief minister
and where doctors say the air is as bad as
smoking up to 20 cigarettes a day.

4. Anti-smog gun
Delhi residents craving clear skies could

turn to an anti-smog gun, which ejects fine

droplets of water at high speeds to flush
out air pollutants. Shaped like a hair dryer
and mounted on a flatbed truck, the can-
non can blast up to 100 liters of water per
minute and get rid of 95% of tiny particu-
late matter. Critics, however, called it a
quick-fix solution that could do little to
combat the noxious air.

5. Odd-even car scheme
New Delhi’s authorities restricted the

use of private cars for two weeks in
November with the so-called “odd-even”
system - allowing cars on alternate days,
depending on whether their license plate
ended in an odd or even number. The
scheme helped little, prompting environ-
mentalists to call for urgent action to com-
bat air pollution.

6. Artificial rain
Authorities in the Indian capital consid-

ered cloud seeding developed by the
Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) in an
effort to trigger rainfall and bring pollution
levels down. But the plan was stalled as
there were no planes or the technical sup-
port available to spray the seeds.

7. Roadside air purifiers
Dozens of giant air purifiers were

installed at busy intersections of Delhi to
combat roadside dust and vehicular pollu-
tion. India’s top court in November
ordered the federal and Delhi governments
to install “smog towers” like those in China
that can act as pollution vacuum cleaners.

Environmentalists, however, termed
them as “band-aid fixes” that did not bring
down small particulate matter that can
penetrate the lungs and enter the blood
system.

8. Purifiers at Taj Mahal
Two mobile air purifiers were fitted at

the iconic Taj Mahal in November as a tox-
ic haze shrouded the 17th century mau-
soleum, whose white marble is turning yel-
low and green weathering filthy air in the
world’s eighth-most polluted city of Agra.

9. Bus stop shelters
Providing a small breather for com-

muters, several bus stops in Delhi were
curtained with thick plastic sheets, creating
a what local media called a “fresh air
chamber”. But many said it was gimmickry
as people had to step out within minutes
and expose themselves to smog.

10. Ink from pollution
Chakr Innovations, started by IIT engi-

neers, capitalized on fumes from smoke-
belching back-up diesel generators by
turning the soot into ink and paint. The
technology can capture 90% of danger-
ous pollutants. The company has installed
more than 50 such devices in government
firms and offices as well as real estate
developers. — Reuters

NEW DELHI: A woman walks along a road amid smog and foggy conditions on a cold
morning in New Delhi on Sunday. — AFP

SEOUL: A currency dealer monitors exchange rates in a trading room at KEB Hana
Bank in Seoul yesterday. South Korean stocks closed at 2,197.67 in the final trad-
ing session of 2019 yesterday. — AFP

SHANGHAI: China’s blue-chip index
closed at an eight-month high yesterday, as
the country’s central bank planned to
switch benchmark for floating-rate loans to
lower funding costs, while investors
cheered signs of economic resilience fol-
lowing a Sino-US trade truce.

The blue-chip CSI300 index rose 1.5
percent to 4,081.63, its highest closing lev-
el since April 19, while the Shanghai
Composite Index ended up 1.2 percent at
3,040.02.  China’s central bank said on
Saturday it will use the loan prime rate
(LPR) as a new benchmark for pricing
existing floating-rate loans, in a step that
analysts say could help lower borrowing
costs and underpin economic growth.

“The purpose of the step is to make

interest rates more market-driven and help
lower financing costs,” said Wen Bin, an
economist at Minsheng Bank in Beijing.
Overall, it’s a favorable news for the equi-
ties market, though the impact on bond
market could be quite limited, Huatai
Securities said in a report.

Signs of recovery in the economy also
added to optimism for the moment. China’s
factory activity likely expanded again in
December on stronger external demand
and an infrastructure push at home, but the
pace of growth is set to ease as markets
await more certainty on a US-China trade
truce, a Reuters poll showed. The poll fol-
lowed data showing profits at China’s
industrial firms grew at the fastest pace in
eight months in November. — Reuters

China’s blue-chips end at 8-month 
high on hopes of lower financing costs


